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Numerical investigations of hot cathode ionization
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Analytical or numerical methods for the investigation of hot cathode ionization gauges were described and
discussed only rarely in the literature. This is due to various difficulties in the theoretical calculation of gauge
sensitivity and other important properties. The rapid development of computer hardware gives the
opportunity to apply numerical methods in the investigation of hot cathode ionization gauges. With the three-
dimensional numerical calculation program IONTRA3d it was possible to calculate the sensitivity and other
important characteristics of hot cathode ionization gauges. The results of numerical calculations were
compared with experimental data. The differences were discussed. By means of IONTRA3d it was possible
to obtain results that can be achieved by experimental investigations only with large effort. These are the
analysis of the distribution of electron current on the anode segments and the influence of anode support.
The typical form of C-Uc-Plots (with 2 maximas) was explained. © 1998 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd.
All rights reserved

0[ Introduction

In the past decades many types of hot cathode ionization gauges
were developed\ built and investigated[ A large amount of litera!
ture was published[ Empirical procedures were absolutely domi!
nant[ The applicability of analytical methods of Morgulis0 and
Schu�tze and Stork1 is restricted to special gauge types[ The
numerical method for the calculation of gauge sensitivity of Kud!
zia and Slowko2 is only applicable to high pressure gauges[ Other
authors3Ð01 calculated two dimensional electron or ion trajectories
and derived qualitative conclusions[

With the rapid development of computer hardware arises the
following question ] how can numerical methods _nd broader
application in the construction and investigation of hot cathode
ionization gauges< Firstly\ for this purpose\ we used the electron
lens program SIMION 3[9[ This program is widely used but it
has some restrictions\ for example the limitation on two dimen!
sional or rotational symmetric _elds[ However\ most of the hot
cathode ionization gauges have a strongly asymmetric geometry[
SIMION 3[9 supplies only qualitative and unreliable results for
the dependence of measurable quantities on electrode geometry
and potentials[ Therefore\ a new computer program for 2d cal!
culation of electrostatic _elds and charge carrier trajectories was
developed[ This program\ in comparison with other tested
programs\ has the new feature of taking into account the ran!
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domness of initial values of trajectories\ of simulating the gas
ionization by electron impact and of calculating the gauge sen!
sitivity by means of a Monte Carlo Simulation[ The name of the
new program is IONTRA2d[$

1[ Numerical methods of the program IONTRA2d

For the calculation of electrostatic _elds the Finite Di}erence
Method02\03 "FDM# with _xed lattice stepsize is used[ Although
today the Finite Element Method "FEM# has found broad appli!
cation in calculation of electrostatic _elds\ in IONTRA2d the
FDM was chosen for the following reasons ]

"a# The FDM is easier to program[ For instance\ to exploit the
advantages of FEM one needs a sophisticated module for
geometry input[ The FDM allows an easy input of geometry[

"b# For the calculation of electron optical lens systems every
single trajectory must be calculated with highest accuracy[
For this purpose the FEM or the charge simulation method04

would be a better choice[ The sensitivity in ionization gauges
depends on the progression of hundreds of thousands of
electron and ion trajectories[ Little inaccuracies of the single
trajectory are not so important for the main result*the gauge
sensitivity[

The number of lattice points is limited by the amount of Ran!
dom Access Memory[ We often used a lattice stepsize of 9[14
mm:GU "GU*grid unit#[ With this lattice stepsize one needs 19Ð
099 MB RAM for a numerical model of a hot cathode ionization
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gauge[ IONTRA2d allows the utilization of a mirror symmetry
regarding the xÐy plane[ Thereby the demand of computer mem!
ory could be halved[

For the calculation of trajectories a RungeÐKutta Method is
used[ The time stepsize of the method can be entered as a _xed
value or can be controlled by a simple automatic stepsize control[
The potential between lattice points is calculated by a linear
interpolation from the eight neighboring lattice points[ The initial
values of trajectories are determined by the Pseudo Random
Number Generation[ As a simpli_cation it is suggested that ] "i#
the electrons are emitted over the whole length of the cathode
with the same probability ^ "ii# the initial energy distribution is a
Maxwell one ^ and "iii# the direction distribution is radial
symmetric[ The temperature of the cathode must be entered[

The ionization probability w is calculated after each small
distance Dr covered by the electron ]

w�Dr×s"Eel#×p[ "0#

s"Eel# is the speci_c ionization and p is the pressure entered as a
parameter[

The speci_c ionization derived from experimental data05Ð08 can
be approximated by an analytical function or by discrete values[
In IONTRA2d the second way was chosen[ Since the speci_c
ionization is dependent on the gas species it must be entered as a
parameter[ It is conventional to take the distance covered by the
Runge!Kutta step as Dr[ The ionization probability is slightly
greater than zero[ The pseudo random number generator creates
equal distributed numbers between 9 and 0 and determines
whether an ionization occurs or not[ For this purpose\ the ion!
ization probability w calculated after each Runge!Kutta step is
compared to the random number x also generated after each
Runge!Kutta step[ If x is smaller than w\ an ionizing collision is
suggested[

It is easy to count the electrons N− emitted by the cathode[
Furthermore\ the ions collected by the ion collector N¦ must be
counted[ If the 7 lattice points surrounding the location of a
charge carrier are electrode points it is suggested as captured by
the electrode and the trajectory is aborted[ The di}erent elec!
trodes can be distinguished by their marker[ The number of
charge carriers N¦ and N− is directly proportional to the ion
current I¦ and the electron current I− respectively[ Therefore\
we get

C�
I¦

I−p
�

N¦

N−p
[ "1#

The random number generator also decide whether the created
ion is a thermic or an energetic one[ It is also possible to evaluate
the distribution of electron and ion current on the electrodes or
electrode segments[

If the measuring range of a hot cathode ionization gauge is
expected to be for example from 09−7Ð09−0 PA "as a result of
comparison with a similar gauge# it would be very inexpedient to
enter 09−7 Pa as pressure parameter[ One must calculate too
many electron trajectories to yield enough ions for the calculation
of sensitivity with adequate care[ The e}ort of computation
would be very high[ Therefore it is better to enter a higher pres!
sure "for example 09−1 Pa# as pressure parameter[

2[ Results

2[0[ Schulz Phelps Gauge[ In Fig[ 0 experimental data from the
article by Schulz and Phelps19 are compared with data obtained
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by numerical simulation[ The error bars only stand for the stat!
istical failure[ IONTRA2d neglects the special e}ects on lower
and upper measurement limits[ The program was developed to
calculate the sensitivity in the linear range of sensitivity[ Never!
theless\ on the upper measurement limit a decrease of sensitivity
can be observed[ This is due to the abortion of electron tra!
jectories after each ionizing collision with a gas particle[ Sim!
ultaneously\ the statistical failure decreases if the number of
started electrons is constant[ This is due to the increasing number
of ions generated by a constant number of electrons[

2[1[ Stabil Ion Gauge[ The Stabil Ion Gauge8 is a manometer of
Bayard!Alpert type[ The dimensions of the electrodes are
extracted from SIMION plots in the article by Arnold et al8

and then used for the construction of a numerical model[ The
numerical model is shown in Fig[ 1[ This _gure also shows cal!
culated charge carrier trajectories[

Figure 2 shows the distribution of electron current on the
anode segments with anode voltage Ua � 119 V[ The x!values
represent the electrode numbers according to the electrode
numeration "compare Fig[ 3#[ It is evident that a large amount
of electrons hit the three anode supports "electrode 07#[ If the
cathode emits electrons only on their half length\ the electron
current distribution is changing very clearly[ The anode segments
positioned opposite of the emitting zone of the cathode are hit
by more electrons than other anode segments[

The dependency of sensitivity C on cathode voltage in com!
putation and experiment is shown in Fig[ 4[ Every point in the
plot was calculated with 099\999 electron trajectories[ It is typical
for these characteristics that they have a main maximum and at
least one adjacent maximum or a saddle point[ This behavior
can be observed in the numerical simulation as well as in the
experiment[ To our best knowledge\ no explanation can be found
in literature[ The following ought to show how the numerical
simulation can provide an explanation[

Because the adjacent maximum or saddle point can be
observed in the numerical simulation too\ it can not be caused by
a space charge e}ect\ because space charge e}ects are neglected[

The whole number of ions generated by 099\999 electrons at a
time are shown in Fig[ 5[ This characteristic shows the adjacent
maximum or saddle point\ too[ In Fig[ 6 the average electron
path length vs cathode voltage is shown[ One can observe a
similar shape of the curve[ In Fig[ 7 the part of electron number
reaching the anode support is depicted vs cathode voltage[ This
curve is somehow inverted to the other curves[ The maxima in
sensitivity correspond to minima in electron number reaching the
anode support[ This suggests that the anode support sticks play
an important role in the special progression of sensitivity!cathode
voltage!plots[ Therefore another model without anode support
was constructed[ The results of this simulation are shown in Fig[
8[ For comparison\ the curves of the model with anode support
are included into the diagram[ The absolute values of sensitivity
of the model without anode support are higher than those of the
model with anode support[ This is understandable because the
electron paths in the model without anode support are longer[
But the shape of this curve is smoother[ This shows that the anode
support wires are responsible for the special form of sensitivity!
cathode voltage curves[

3[ Sources of inaccuracy

Comparing the calculated and experimental sensitivities it can be
observed that the absolute values of numerical sensitivities are
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Figure 0[ Sensitivity C vs pressure p in the Schultz!Phelps Gauge[

Figure 1[ Charge carrier trajectories in the Stabil Ion Gauge[

often greater than the experimental ones[ The qualitative pro!
gression of curves shows a good accordance[ The di}erences in
absolute values have some reasons[

One failure arises from the inaccuracies of the Finite Di}erence
model[ The electrodes in the model are represented by a set of
electrode points in the equidistant FD lattice[ So their cross
section is often di}erent from real electrodes[ It is a problem
especially if _ne structures like anode grids must be modeled[
The cross section of the grid wire is very important for the
transparency and the resulting sensitivity[

In order to reduce the statistical failure of the Monte Carlo
Method it is necessary to launch as many electrons as possible\
but the time e}ort for the calculation increases with every cal!
culated trajectory[ Therefore one must _nd a compromise
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between accuracy and calculation time[ We often used 099\999
electrons to calculate the sensitivity[ With a Pentium 89 it took
roughly 13 h for a gauge like Stabil Ion Gauge[ But the failure
of the Monte Carlo Method is a statistical one and can be esti!
mated easier than the systematic ones[

Other failures arise from neglecting space charges\ secondary
emissions\ from the model of cathode or from imprecise geo!
metric data "tolerances of real gauges#[

4[ Conclusions

With the three!dimensional numerical simulation program ION!
TRA2d it was possible to calculate the sensitivity and other
important parameters of hot cathode ionization gauges[ The
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Figure 2[ Distribution of electrons on anode segments in the Stabil Ion Gauge[

Figure 3[ Model of Stabil Ion Gauge with electrode segments[ K*cathode\ IK*ion collector\ 0Ð05*anode segments\ 06�*partial end caps "hidden#\
07*three anode supports[
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Figure 4[ Gauge sensitivity C vs cathode voltage with di}erent acceleration voltages calculated with IONTRA2d and compared with experimental
data[

Figure 5[ Total number of ions generated by 099\999 electrons per point vs cathode voltage\ acceleration voltage Uac � 079 V[
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Figure 6[ Average length of electron trajectories vs cathode voltage\ acceleration voltage Uac � 079 V[

Figure 7[ Electrons captured by anode support vs cathode voltage\ acceleration voltage Uac � 079 V[
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Figure 8[ Sensitivity C vs cathode voltage and without anode support[

results of numerical calculations were compared with exper!
imental values[ The di}erences were discussed[ By means of ION!
TRA2d it was possible to obtain results that can only be achieved
by experimental investigations just accidentally or with large
e}ort[ These are the analysis of distribution of electron current
on the anode segments and the in~uence of anode support[ The
typical form of C!Uc!Plots "with 1 maxima# was explained[
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